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at least as Ackroyd tells it. Yet Ackroyd
does do many things right. One is to set
forth the terms and trying conditions of
Blake’s great project without explaining
away (or worse, psychologizing) his vision-
ary genius. Such tact, though leaving us
eager for more answers, turns us toward
the only reliable source—the works of the
artist himself.

—Jay Tolson

ORNAMENT:
A Social History since 1450.
By Michael Snodin and Maurice
Howard. Yale Univ. Press and the
Victoria and Albert Museum.
232 pp. $45

Upper-class English ladies have never
worn tattoos. Or have they? In 1901, Lady
Randolph Churchill celebrated the corona-
tion of Edward VII by having a tiny serpent
tattooed on her forearm. Tattoos were all the
rage at the time. By 1920 the traditional prej-
udice against tattooing had returned, and
Lady Churchill was never seen in public
without a bracelet covering the spot.

The authors of this fascinating book do
not say whether Lady Churchill ever regret-
ted her tattoo. But they do explain much
else, including the likely reason why she
chose the serpent motif. Snodin, head of the
designs collection at the Victoria and Albert
Museum, and Howard, an art historian at
the University of Sussex, begin their survey
in 1450, when the invention of printing led
to the circulation of Renaissance and other
design ideas throughout Europe. By the
mid-1500s, art patrons were poring over
“emblem books” in search of “visual symbols
of personal qualities that a patron aspired
to.” In this context, the serpent was “a sym-
bol of eternity.” Hence the serpent embroi-
dered in the sleeve of Elizabeth I in the
famous “Rainbow” portrait (c. 1600).

As a social history of ornament, this book
is a first. Snodin and Howard explain that
19th-century “grammars of ornament” classi-
fied visual motifs (everything from the
Corinthian acanthus to the Chinese Willow
Pattern) according to a hierarchy of aesthet-
ic and moral value. With the 20th century
came a different approach, one that read psy-
chological meanings into various recurring
images. (Need we dwell on what Lady
Churchill’s serpent would have meant to a
generation raised on Freud?) This lavishly

illustrated volume takes the next step, which
is to give historical context to our under-
standing of ornamental hierarchies and of
the rules shaping ornament’s private and
public uses. Today’s postmodern designers
like to think they are beyond such consider-
ations, but, as the authors wisely point out,
“If rules are broken, then people choose to
do that consciously; the very process of
breaking rules emphasizes the fact that nor-
mally they are there.”

—Martha Bayles

ROSEBUD:
The Story of Orson Welles.
By David Thomson. Knopf. 448 pp. $30

Forget the aging, obese Orson Welles,
who promised to “sell no wine before its
time” on television in the 1970s and ’80s.
This biography begins with the golden,
whirling days of Welles’s early career, when
the handsome boy out of Kenosha,
Wisconsin, had boundless creative vitality—
and the power to charm anyone, in the the-
ater or out. In 1931, the 16-year-old Welles
was appearing at the Gate Theater in
Dublin. In 1935, he was staging a sensation-
al Macbeth with black actors in Harlem.
Two years later, he was directing and star-
ring in Doctor Faustus, working with John
Houseman and Marc Blitzstein on the
inflammatory prolabor musical The Cradle
Will Rock, and lending his plummy voice to
the radio role of Lamont Cranston in The
Shadow. Welles (and Houseman) launched
the Mercury Theater with a revelatory Julius
Caesar. When the Mercury began a weekly
radio series in 1938, Welles hoodwinked the
nation with War of the Worlds, his notorious
fake news broadcast of a Martian invasion.

Then Welles invaded Hollywood, where
he directed a first feature that many regard as
the best film ever
made by an Amer-
ican: Citizen Kane
(1941). He went on
to make a second,
darker movie, The
Magnificent Amber-
sons (1942), that
might have been
even greater had it
been released in the
form Welles intend-
ed. But he was in
Brazil spending—


